
Bike Crank Clicking Under Load: A Cyclist's 

Annoying Dilemma 
 

Hitting the Road 

Picture this: it's a bright, sunny day, and you're all set for a fantastic bike 
ride. You've got your gear on, water bottle in place, and you're ready to 
roll. But as soon as you start pedaling, there it is—a mysterious and 
downright annoying clicking sound coming from your bike's crank. Yep, 
you're not alone in this; many cyclists have been plagued by this pesky 
problem. Let's dive into the world of bike crank clicking under load and find 
out what's causing it and how to fix it. 



 

The Click Heard 'Round the Pedal World 

What's That Noise? 

So, you're happily cycling along, enjoying the breeze and the freedom of 
the open road, but suddenly, you hear it—the dreaded click! It's like a 



persistent, rhythmic companion that you never asked for. But what causes 
this annoying noise? Let's break it down. 

The Annoying Click: What Causes It? 

Loose Bolts and Components 

One of the most common culprits behind that pesky clicking is loose bolts 
and components. Over time, the vibrations from riding can cause things 
like your crankset, pedals, or even your saddle to become slightly loose. 
When they move just a smidge, that's when the clicking starts. 

Worn-out Bottom Bracket 

Another suspect on our list is the bottom bracket. This crucial component 
connects your crankset to the frame and can wear out with use. When it 
does, you'll hear the telltale click as you apply pressure to the pedals. 

Chainring or Chain Issues 

Sometimes, it's not the bolts or brackets at fault but rather your chainring 
or chain. A misaligned chainring or a stretched-out chain can create a 
symphony of clicks that can drive any cyclist mad. 

Pedal Problems 

Last but not least, let's not forget about your trusty pedals. If their 
bearings are shot or if they're not securely attached to your crank arms, 
you guessed it—more clicking! 

Now that we've identified the suspects, it's time to move on to the next 
step. 

Diagnosing the Culprit 

Listen Carefully While Riding 

As you ride, listen closely to where the clicking seems to be coming from. 
Is it near your feet, at the crankset, or somewhere else? Pinpointing the 
location can help you narrow down the issue. 



Inspect the Bike Visually 

Pull over and take a good look at your bike. Are there any loose bolts or 
visibly damaged components? Sometimes, a quick visual inspection can 
reveal the problem. 

Use the Process of Elimination 

If it's not immediately obvious, start eliminating possibilities. Tighten any 
loose bolts you find, check your bottom bracket for play, inspect the chain 
and chainring, and ensure your pedals are securely attached. 

Fixing the Click: DIY Solutions 

Tightening Bolts and Components 

One of the simplest fixes is also the most common—tighten those bolts and 
components. Use the appropriate tools, like an Allen wrench or a pedal 
wrench, to snug everything up. Remember not to overtighten, though, as 
that can cause damage. 

Replacing or Maintaining the Bottom Bracket 

If your bottom bracket is the culprit and it's beyond a simple tightening, it 
might be time for a replacement. This can be a bit more involved, so 
consider seeking professional help if you're not confident in your 
mechanical skills. 

Checking and Addressing Chainring or Chain Issues 

If your chainring or chain is causing the commotion, you might need to 
realign the chainring or replace the chain if it's worn. These tasks can be 
done at home with the right tools and some patience. 

Addressing Pedal-Related Problems 

Pedal issues can often be resolved by regreasing or replacing the pedal 
bearings. Make sure they are properly attached to the crank arms as well. 



Remember, I've been there, and tackling this issue yourself can be 
immensely satisfying. 

When to Seek Professional Help 

While DIY fixes can resolve most clicking crank issues, there are times 
when it's best to leave it to the pros. If the noise persists despite your best 
efforts or if you're unsure about your bike mechanics, it's time to consult a 
bike shop or a skilled mechanic. 

Maintenance Tips to Prevent Future Clicks 

To keep your bike happily clicking along the road, here are some 
maintenance tips: 

* Regularly inspect and lubricate components. 
* Keep bolts tightened, but don't overtighten. 
* Replace worn-out parts on schedule to prevent premature wear and tear. 

Following these tips can help you avoid the frustrating click and keep your 
bike running smoothly. 

The Joy of Silent Pedaling 

Once you've tackled that clicking crank, the difference is like night and day. 
It's as if your bike has found its inner Zen, and the ride becomes pure 
bliss—a smooth, silent symphony of motion. It's like going from a noisy car 
to a purring electric vehicle. The click is gone, and you're in cycling 
nirvana. 



 

Conclusion 

In the world of cycling, few things are as annoying as a clicking crank 
under load. But armed with knowledge and a few simple tools, you can 
silence that irritating noise and get back to enjoying the ride. So, the next 



time your bike starts clicking, don't despair—embrace the challenge and 
pedal on in peace. 

FAQs About Bike Crank Clicking 

1. Is a clicking crank dangerous? 

- While it's usually not dangerous, it can lead to component damage if 
ignored. Address it promptly to prevent further issues. 

2. Can I use regular household tools for DIY fixes? 

- Yes, for most DIY solutions, common household tools like Allen wrenches 
and pliers will suffice. 

3. How often should I check my bike for issues like this? 

- Regular inspections every few weeks, especially before long rides, can 
help prevent clicking and other problems. 

4. Is it normal for a new bike to click sometimes? 

- Yes, during the break-in period, some clicking can occur as components 
settle. If it persists, consult your bike shop. 

5. What if the clicking noise persists after trying DIY fixes? 

- If the noise continues, it's best to seek professional assistance. A skilled 
mechanic can diagnose and fix the issue correctly. 

Now that you're armed with knowledge on tackling that annoying crank 
click, get back on your bike and enjoy the ride! 

1. Park Tool's Bike Repair Help: 

o Description: Park Tool is a reputable source for bicycle 
maintenance and repair information. Their blog offers a wealth 
of resources, including step-by-step guides and videos, to help 
cyclists troubleshoot and fix various bike-related issues, 
including crank clicking. 

2. Sheldon Brown's Bicycle Technical Info: 

o Description: Sheldon Brown's website is a treasure trove of 
bicycle technical information and maintenance tips. It covers a 
wide range of topics related to bike components and repairs, 

https://www.parktool.com/en-us/blog/repair-help
https://www.sheldonbrown.com/#google_vignette


making it a valuable resource for cyclists looking to understand 
and address crank clicking and other issues. 

You May Also Like 

 Fujifilm’s Marvelous Fuji S12 S: A Camera Worth Snapping Up 

 Seasucker Bike Rack Woes: When Convenience Meets Catastrophe 

 Biking Bliss: Taming the Trails with Bullhorn Handlebars and Brakes 

 Fujifilm’s Fantastic Fuji S12S: A Snapshot of Excellence 

 

https://spincyclehub.com/fuji-s12-s/
https://spincyclehub.com/seasucker-bike-rack-failure-2/
https://spincyclehub.com/bullhorn-handlebars-brakes/
https://spincyclehub.com/fuji-s12s/

